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Introduction  

Our report focuses on the general activities that were carry out in the month of June, 2023. 

Activities  

Monitoring of projects  

Monitoring of group projects being our daily routine, we therefore checked on some of the 

groups and individual projects in the areas of Bukiende, Nyondo and Nabumali and we 

discovered that there is steady progress of livelihoods and improving standards of living among 

some of the members.  

Members run a number of small businesses ranging from; horticulture, retail shops, baking 

madazi, vegetable selling, small restaurants, stalls, piggery, produce, poultry, local brewing, bars, 

and among others and they are making a difference in their lives. For instance, Mutuwa Sharon 

from Nyondo Rambila Atwela women group in Nyondo Sub County was boosted with PAUTHO 

loan in baking and selling of Madazi and selling of shoes and her business is thriving. Namwaki 

Losila Wabuyi from the same group deals in tailoring and do praise our organizational loan for 

being a good boost in her business. Due to financial support we are always extending to women 

in the communities, Nambuya Alice from Bumaena Byosi Binyalikha testifies that PAUTHO 

loans enabled her to educate her daughter who graduated with diploma in Nursing and 

midwifery.   



Since our beneficiary women are now engaged in various Income Generating Activities and 

creating employment to other community members, economic violence and 

dependence/domestic violence are minimized and they are living a happier life in their families.   

Loan Recoveries  

We report to our esteemed team that most of our beneficiaries cooperates well by repaying their 

soft loans to the organization amidst other financial needs, and we were able to recover some 

good amount of money as per the attached list. However, some few groups like Bushangi 

Traders Group, Ikyenga Tubana, Wapondo Tsowatsona, their loans are long overdue and we 

have done all efforts to recover but we are not successful yet and finally we are engaging police.  

Loan disbursement  

We are here to inform the beloved team that some amount of money were given out to groups 

such as; Bunalwele ‘B’ Tubana farmers’ group, Nyondo Ambanilakho women, Nyondo 

Khakakho, Shaala Sikhana Kwa moyo staffs and among others as reflected.  

Conclusion  

We attribute PAUTHO successes to our dear funders for their hearty and tireless support towards 

the sustainability of the organization as it is impacting the livelihood of the vulnerable women in 

the community.   
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